




https://picasaweb.google.com/acc.cont/LinacMar2011?authkey=Gv1sRgCM
fDgePDrcfWeA&feat=directlink#   K.Suzuki, K.Furukawa (KEK)





Picture taken on my way out of the building immediately 
after earthquake.
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2011/3/11 14:47 JST
Magnitude 8.8 (later updated as 9.0);   Seismic scale in Tsukuba: ~6.
Shaking continued for ~ 5min.

Pics above are by N.Terunuma, S.Araki, who stepped into the 
Assembly Hall Bldg, soon after the first hit. Not long after taking 
these pics, the staff was told to leave this hall until its safety is 
established. N. Toge



 KEKB/Belle:
 Detector and accelerator components in tunnel not obviously damaged from 

external inspection.  Full diagnoses pending powered tests.
 Tunnel sections have moved relative to each other by several mm in places.  Re-

survey including tracker network will take ~3 months.
 PF:

 One vacuum leak known in ring.
 Some user lines damaged.

 ATF:
 Ring and extraction line visually inspected.  Main known damage was to magnet 

power cable rack, which detached the wall and will need to be fixed before 
powering up again.  Some repair may be needed in linac.  (N. Terunuma)

 Building currently closed to entry pending full safety inspection.  Unstable outer 
wall panels.

 Electron-positron linac:
 Extensive damage to bellows sections
 Magnets supports displaced, one collapsed.
 Fast-track repairs to provide beam to PF will take at least two months.



 Located at Tokai campus to the north of Tsukuba, on the coast.  
No tsunami damage to accelerator complex itself (seawall held).

 In general, accelerators survived as far as can be determined 
from external inspection, but significant damage to surrounding 
roads and less-fortified buildings.

 For more details, see:  
http://kds.kek.jp/materialDisplay.py?materialId=0&confId=6810
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MR_C2EntranceRoad_Linac

Pics via T. Kozeki, KEK

NU_targetStationBuilding
N. Toge
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From MLF toward the Main Gate of JAEA

Akogi-gaura Hostel Facility

Pics by H. Kagi, Geo-Chem Research Center, U.Tokyo

N. Toge



 SuperKEKB construction has started. Dismantlement of 
KEKB is well underway. Mass fabrication of magnets, 
beam pipes, etc. has commenced. 

 Commissioning scheduled to start in the second half of 
FY2014.

 The earthquake has caused some damage, particularly to 
the linac, and we face severe power shortages for the time 
being.

 The impact on the schedule is not yet clear.
 Preliminary indications from MEXT (Monkasho) after the 

earthquake have not given a negative outlook.
 Ultimately, funding priorities and profiles for the national 

reconstruction effort will be decided by the Diet.

 We will rebuild, upgrade and come back better 
than ever!


